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LOCKDOWN LEARNING
START BY DOING WHAT IS NECESSARY;
THEN DO WHAT IS POSSIBLE
AND SOON YOU WILL BE DOING WHAT YOU THOUGHT WAS IMPOSSIBLE.
- Francis of Assisi

CAN’T KEEP ICA GRADUATES DOWN!
INNOVATION AT THE FOREFRONT
The New Oxford American
Dictionary defines brilliance as
“exceptional talent or
intelligence” and lists words such
as genius, prowess, mastery,
artistry, expertise, virtuosity, flair,
excellence, greatness,
cleverness and distinction as
having similar meaning.
Brilliant ideas are often the result of intensely challenging situations
and one such example (of many!) is the food service delivery
offered by ICA graduate and Kokkedoor winner, Johnny Hamman
and business partner Marius Uys who, once again, impresses with
their innovative flair and out-of-the-box thinking!
Enter their incredibly creative concepts: Hamm & Uys By die Huis
and Slippery Spoon Kitchen at Home - delivering the finest quality
foods…with a twist!
This weekend for Mothers Day for instance, these innovative chefs
are collaborating with professional photographers to take a
special family portrait of you and your loved ones when delivering
your excellently prepared Sunday roast to your door! Isn’t that just
the most brilliant idea? Just take a moment and imagine looking
back to this Mother’s Day ten years from now, having that moment
(professionally and beautifully!) captured in time, securing the
memories of a very strange and historic period in your own family
timeline. It’s pure genius.
ICA recently spoke to Johnny about these new concepts and
challenges that are shaping the industry’s new normal.
The message is clear: you can keep an ICA graduate under
lockdown, but you cannot keep an ICA graduate down!
While everyone has to renegotiate the way they earn a living in
these times, Johnny emphasizes how they are using this time to
brainstorm new concepts and focus on marketing, menu
development, logistical arrangements and Zoom-meeting upon
Zoom-meeting! “The diligence and persistence we were trained in
at the ICA kicks in when you hit that place where you want to give
up. When the pressure becomes too much to bare, that training
kicks in and makes you push through. It sticks!” This type of mindset
understands that when the going gets tough, the weak fall first, so
excellent work ethic is now more important than ever.

Follow ICA Graduate, Johnny
Hamman’s creations on Instagram:

@hammuyseatery
@slipperyspoonkitchen

QUARANTINE CONUNDRUM
REMEMBER!
Find the hidden phrase in the colored blocks if you get all the answers right! Take a picture once you are done and present it
to the ICA administration office on your first day back on campus for a surprise treat!

STOCKY, SOUPY, SAUCY HINTS
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Traditionally a shellfish soup thickened
with rice.
The collective name for a combination of
onions, leeks, carrots and celery.
This ingredient will replace carrots in a
White Mirepoix.
A thick, rich vegetable soup that includes
pasta or rice, originating from Italy.
An uncooked tomato-based soup served
chilled.
Prepared by simmering flavouring
ingredients in a liquid.
Adds richness and body, also referred to
as “mouth feel” to stocks.
The French name for a Fish Stock.
A concentrated, thin, clear soup made
from meat, poultry or fish which has gone
through a special clarification process.
A hearty, thick and chunky stew-like soup
made from fish, shellfish and vegetables.
Bouquet Garni consists of Bay Leaves,
Black Peppercorns, Parsley Stalks and…
Evaluate the quality of the finished stock
on four criteria: flavour, colour, clarity
and …
A traditional thickener used in Gumbo.
A mixture of corn starch and water used
to thicken soups and sauces.

LOCKDOWN LIGHT BULB
DID YOU KNOW? Chef Anri Ferreira holds a degree in BComm Logistics Management from
the University of Stellenbosch. After varsity, she redirected her studies towards her culinary
passion ánd graduated top of her class from the ICA! Combining her specialized culinary knowledge with her
previously acquired university degree in Logistics and Supply Chain Management, she then stepped into the
role of educator at the ICA. A fun fact is that Chef Ferreira would have enjoyed a career as an investigative
journalist in an alternate universe, another character trait that she also applies in her role at the ICA as well as
when she got a taste of true journalism through sharing recipes on RSG alongside Derrich Gardner in
2018/2019. “The wonder of this job lies in the fact that I’m not only afforded the opportunity to teach our
students, but that I can in turn learn something new from them every day!”

LEARNING TOGETHER while STAYING APART
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